GOOD COMMUNICATION IS THE BEST FOUNDATION
FOR EVERY SMOOTH-RUNNING BUILDING PROJECT.

BUILD TOGETHER

CoConstruct gives you a way to be connected to your project
from the web and your phone, no matter where you are. All of your
electronic conversations will be securely organized by topic, and
you will be able to track important project details like selections
and approvals. You’ll even get notices about new updates and
comments via email so you won’t miss a thing.
With CoConstruct, you’ll not only enjoy your home, but you’ll
enjoy the process, as you build together.

WHEN YOU LOG IN, THE DASHBOARD GIVES YOU ACCESS TO ALL THE
DIFFERENT AREAS OF INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR PROJECT:
SPECS + SELECTIONS
This is the place to manage all of the choices and
upgrades you make on your project, including due dates
for upcoming decisions. Click the “Make Choice” link to
enter your choices. You can also view a log of any changes
to a selection item, and leave your own comments.

FINANCIALS +
CHANGE ORDERS
Once you make a choice on the Specs & Selections page, your
decision, along with any financial implications, will show on
your Financials Page. Your builder may also create a change
order, which allows you to make a more formal signoff via an
electronic signature.

FILES + PHOTOS
From copies of plans to progress photos, the Files & Photos
pages give you a single place to stay in sync on important
documents and photos as you plan and complete your
project. You can also easily share photos with your friends
on Facebook.

MESSAGES
The best way to communicate in CoConstruct is by replying to
an email notification or using the “comment” links throughout
the site to attach your notes directly to the items you’re
discussing (see the flip side for more details). But, when you
have something more general to say, use the Messages page
as the page of last resort. This page is simply a chronological
listing of notes so everything is still in CoConstruct. It is not
organized by topic, so it is in everyone’s best interest to post
items elsewhere, with their related topics, where they are
easier to find.

TO-DO LIST
You may see some of the to-do items for your project
in the system. You cannot add items to this list, but
looking at the list can help give you an idea of how things are
moving along.

WARRANTY
Once everything is complete, you can submit warranty
requests on this page. You can see the status, add
comments as necessary, and verify when items are complete.
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11 PUT ALL ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION IN COCONSTRUCT
Whether it’s via the website, mobile app, or simply replying
to an email you receive, by putting all of your electronic
communication in CoConstruct, you make sure that the
right people see the important details, including your
builder (and even your spouse). So, rather than sending
a one-off text or email to your builder, do it through
CoConstruct, and you’ll be amazed at how smooth
the communication flows on your project.
Especially if you’re always on the go, be sure to download
the CoConstruct app from your phone’s app store.
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USE COMMENTS TO KEEP YOUR COMMUNICATION ORGANIZED

Not only does CoConstruct keep all of your project
communication in one place, but it keeps it organized.
It does that through the use of comments that attach to
almost anything in the system. Much like your friends can
comment on a status or photo in Facebook, you and your
builder can comment on things like selection choices or
warranty requests. New comments will automatically
trigger an email to you, so you never miss a thing. And,
if you need to find a conversation later, you don’t have to
dig through your email. Just go to the topic on the web
or mobile app, and everything will be waiting for you,
no matter who said what, or when.
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REVIEW AND CLEAR YOUR UPDATES

When you log into the site, you’ll eventually see items with an “Updated” icon next to them. That means an
important detail has changed, such as a new comment or an updated choice on a selection. CoConstruct
keeps those marked as updated until you click the “Updated” icon to make it go away. That way, you never
miss any developments on your project. Be sure to clear those often so it’s easy to see when new things need
your attention.
If you have another user on CoConstruct with you, such
as a spouse, both of you will see the “Updated” icons, but
only one of you will have the ability to click and clear them.
Let your builder know if you want a different person to
have that responsibility.
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